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About This Game

Winter is hibernation time for insects, but not in our garden! It will be hot here again this winter, and beetles are launching a full-
scale offensive against the Christmas trees – on Christmas Eve! All garden dwellers are ready for the defense, and it is up to you

to get into the thick of the battle and head the "Green Resistance". Earn new bonuses and win trophies as you help the plants
stop the beetles from taking revenge for their recent defeat in Garden Rescue: Christmas Edition!
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Pretty awesome game for the price. It does not have alot of depth but you can certainly find a challenge here. If you prefer a
more casual game, you can always play on easy mode. For 4 dollars you cannot beat this.. For a lazy day... I play... To the end as
a Private I became a Guru! Wasn't easy but what a finish that last level was. Like a 4th of July and Fireworks out of your hands..
Save the Trees.
Tower Defense game that is light, easy and runs well.
Plays EXACTLY like you would expect from this style of game.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eKhK-3khgLc. I like this game. It added Christmas atmospheric.
. Go play a browser game.. I love this game! Have the Garden Rescue as well. Have almost 300 hrs on this one. Shoot bugs out
of the air with corn shooters, burn bugs with the flaming bell peppers and tons of other ingenious methods, all in order to protect
your Christmas trees! Easy and hard levels. It's cute and crazy for kids and adults. Good music too. Really hope that they
develop another version. Highly recommend for casual gaming.. I love this game! Have the Garden Rescue as well. Have almost
300 hrs on this one. Shoot bugs out of the air with corn shooters, burn bugs with the flaming bell peppers and tons of other
ingenious methods, all in order to protect your Christmas trees! Easy and hard levels. It's cute and crazy for kids and adults.
Good music too. Really hope that they develop another version. Highly recommend for casual gaming.. A cute but difficult
tower defense game with a christmas theme. It looks and feels like the mobile port it is. You don't place towers, you drag them
into position. The maps are designed with a lot of micro-management involved, simply placing towers isn't enough, you may
need to sell them to get money, which then allows you to place another tower elsewhere. You need to time the placement,
upgrading, and selling of towers, with the amount of resources you have to ensure you have enough free resources to place the
exact tower you need to beat/finish off that particular wave. (It's actually simpler than I'm making it sound here.)
What is tricky is the timing, which you only achieve through experience. Your defences might have held against the previous
wave, but even just upgrading what you have might not beat the new one. You might have to sell some towers and/or exchange
them with others depending on the wave.

Overall, I didn't particularly enjoy the micro-management and found it frustrating to get a long way into a level, only to lose
because I messed up the timing or placement of a single tower. However, the graphics, sound, and gameplay were solid and it's
very cheap. If you like micro-management and time management, then the game might appeal to you, but check out the
gameplay on youtube first!. Same as the non-Christmas version: Very enjoyable game that clearly takes inspiration from Plants
vs. Zombies, but it's a proper tower defense (not lane defense). It looks a bit like a mobile port, but it doesn't have any of the
annoying aspects that often come from this. No grind for currency to buy upgrades or such; towers and upgrades are unlocked
just by playing.

Pro:
There's a good tower selection with different abilities (slow, air attack, multiple targets, DoT...) and consumables that drop from
enemies that can be placed on the path, all of which stays relevant throughout the levels.
3 settings - easy, normal, hard - and 2 game modes, though they can't be selected. Most maps are regular "buy towers as you see
fit", a few are "use random towers given to you".
Encyclopedia with enemy, tower and consumable documentation.
Fun, colorful look and non-annoying music.
Trading cards and reasonable achievements.
No map recycles.
Christmas version adds more consumables\/path traps (ice mines, blizzard, snowballs)

Con:
Somewhat short, I wish there were more levels or maybe mini games.. Save the Trees.
Tower Defense game that is light, easy and runs well.
Plays EXACTLY like you would expect from this style of game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKhK-3khgLc
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https://youtu.be/QVGPFWBKG-k

Ah, just the sight of the ol' Christmas corn really gets the holiday spirit bubbling up inside. Yet it's never that easy, our lot of
trees are besieged by evil bugs who've declared war on Christmas in worse way than saying 'Happy Holidays' or less festive
paper cups.

As a bland uninspired tower defense game that fails to properly tie in it's thin holiday reskin. Random candy canes and hats
don't make up for the poor mechanics and weak tower design.. Fun Game for this price :) No problems playing it , its very
slightly different to Garden Rescue,
enemies can drop extra coins which is helpful.
Just a fun TD :). Great TD game for the price. Pretty challenging if you're going for 3-stars on hard!. Essentially the same game
as Garden Rescue, this is a very simplistic tower defense game with some significant design flaws. Enemies carry the plants that
you are protecting back to the beginning of the path, dropping them wherever they die. This means that if any enemies get past
your towers, it becomes easier for all future enemies to get to your plants, and many of the towers you've built may become
useless. Also, the towers will sometimes target the closest enemy, rather than the enemy farthest along the path, needlessly
allowing enemies to get past them. There is no way to adjust the towers targeting.. Good gayme, reminds me of that one day in
band camp where I was taken from behind and had to pay the nurse $100. A nice little tower defense game that you can get
many hours out of. I was surprised that the hardest difficulty required multiple restarts. It was more challenging then I expected.

You have a few towers to start with and unlock more as you win levels. Towers have 3 different upgrade levels and there are
power ups that you can pick up from enemies which are crucial on high difficulties. Most of the money auto generates from the
trees much like in Plants vs Zombies with the sunflowers. You can also pick up money from the occasional enemy.

It's simple, fun, and addictive, and feels a lot like Plants vs Zombies even though the mechanics are quite different.

A great TD game to add to your collection. 8/10. Great TD game for the price. Pretty challenging if you're going for 3-stars on
hard!. i don't remember buying this game but here it is

it is a serviceable tower defense. Simple and very fun TD game.

I've played most of the TD games on Steam and I won't claim that this is the best. But when you factor in the price it provides a
lot of bang for the buck.

I also find it enjoyable to relax with a very simple game once and I while. Nothing complicated here just pure strategy. There
are three difficulty levels (I play at the middle one and aim for three stars) so there should be a challange for most players..
Essentially the same game as Garden Rescue, this is a very simplistic tower defense game with some significant design flaws.
Enemies carry the plants that you are protecting back to the beginning of the path, dropping them wherever they die. This means
that if any enemies get past your towers, it becomes easier for all future enemies to get to your plants, and many of the towers
you've built may become useless. Also, the towers will sometimes target the closest enemy, rather than the enemy farthest along
the path, needlessly allowing enemies to get past them. There is no way to adjust the towers targeting.
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